We study interaction-induced Mott insulators, and their topological properties in a 1D non-Hermitian strongly-correlated spinful fermionic superlattice system with either nonreciprocal hopping or complex-valued interactions. For the nonreciprocal hopping case, the low-energy neutral excitation spectrum is sensitive to boundary conditions, which is a manifestation of the non-Hermitian skin effect. The interplay between strong correlation and non-Hermiticity leads to anomalous boundary effects, where some in-gap modes in both neutral and charge excitation spectra show no edge excitations defined via only the right eigenvectors. We show that these edge excitations of in-gap states can be correctly characterized only by biorthogonal eigenvectors. Furthermore, the topological Mott phase, with gapless particle excitations around boundaries, exists even for the purely imaginary-valued interaction, where the continuous quantum Zeno effect leads to the effective on-site repulsion between two-component fermions. arXiv:2001.09475v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 
Introduction.-Recent years have witnessed considerable interest in exploring topological phases of non-Hermitian systems , which can be realized in classical optical and mechanical systems with gain and loss [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] , correlated and disordered electronic systems with finite quasiparticle lifetimes [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] , and open quantum systems with post-selection measurements [80] . Non-Hermitian topological systems exhibit many unique properties with no counterpart in Hermitian cases, such as non-Hermitian skin effect and breakdown of the conventional bulk-boundary correspondence [17] [18] [19] , bulk Fermi arcs [12] , and rich Bernard-LeClair symmetry classes beyond the ten-fold Altland-Zirnbauer ones [24] [25] [26] . However, most of these studies have focused on non-Hermitian topological band theories at the single-particle level, and only very few recent works [59, 81] have studied strongly correlated non-Hermitian topological phases.
Rather than destroy the topological properties, the strong correlation can give rise to novel topological phases for Hermitian systems [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] . For example, interactions lead to fractional Chern insulators with exotic fractional quasiparticles obeying fractional statistics [82] [83] [84] [85] . In addition, interactions result in topological Mott insulators [87, 88] : interactions open the nontrivial gap in the bulk, inducing single-particle gapless excitations around the boundary [92] . Up to now, studies of the strongly correlated topological phases have been largely restricted to Hermitian systems. It is important to explore how topology and interaction interplay with non-Hermitian effects and give rise to novel topological features different from its Hermitian counterpart and the single-particle case. In particular, in the single-particle case, nonreciprocal hopping causes the localization of eigenstates to the boundaries. This non-Hermitian skin effect, which leads to the breakdown of the bulk-boundary correspondence, does not cause the same localization in a fermionic many-body system [57] . This leads us to ask: Does nonreciprocal hopping lead to the anomalous boundary effects in a strongly correlated non-Hermitian topological system? In addition, can the purely imaginary-valued interaction drive a topologically trivial system into a topologically nontrivial regime?
In this paper, we address these important questions by studying a non-Hermitian strongly correlated system in a 1D spin-1/2 fermionic superlattice system. The non-Hermitian Hamiltonian is constructed by introducing either nonreciprocal hopping or complex-valued interactions. For both cases, the interaction can drive the trivial non-Hermitian system into the topological Mott phase. For the nonreciprocal hopping case, there exist both gapless neutral and charge excitations localized at the edges. The low-energy neutral excitation spectrum is sensitive to the boundary condition, where the ingap states emerge in the open chain in spite of the absence of gap in the periodic chain. This indicates the impact of the non-Hermitian skin effect. However, unlike the single-particle case, the skin effect plays no role in the particle density of the interacting system due to the Pauli exclusion principle and interactions. We also found that, for some in-gap states of both neutral and charge excitation spectra, the interplay between strong correlation and non-Hermiticity leads to the absence of edge excitations defined via only the right eigenvectors, which can be restored based on biorthogonal eigenvectors. Furthermore, the purely imaginary-valued interaction can also drive the trivial system to a topological Mott insulator, where the effective repulsion is created by the continuous quantum Zeno effect.
Nonreciprocal hopping.-We consider 1D spin-1/2 ultracold fermionic atoms loaded in a bichromatic optical lattice, described by the Hamiltonian
where V j = V 0 cos(2πj/q + φ) denotes a commensurate superlattice potential with the modulation period determined by q and phase φ, c † j,σ is the fermionic creation operator with spin σ, n j,σ = c † j,σ c j,σ is the on-site particle number operator, U denotes the on-site interaction strength, and α induces the nonreciprocal hopping with its possible realization proposed in Ref. [15] .
In the absence of on-site interaction and nonreciprocal hopping, it has been shown [93] that the single-particle energy spectrum of a 1D supperlattice is split into q subbands, and the insulator with the fully filled subband exhibits a topological phase characterized by the Chern number when φ is taken as an additional dimension. Moreover, the superlattice system supports topological Mott phases under the strong interaction for both fermions and bosons [94] [95] [96] [97] . In this paper, we discuss the strongly correlated topological phases in the non-Hermitian case.
We consider a spin-1/2 fermionic chain of L sites, with fractional filling factors v σ = N σ /N cell = 1/2. Here N σ is number of fermions with spin σ, and N cell = L/q is the number of primitive cells. Due to half-filling at the lowest subband, the system is topologically trivial at the single-particle level. In the presence of the on-site interaction, we calculate both the charge gap ∆ c and spin gap ∆ s , which are defined as
Here E 0 is the ground-state energy, defined as the minimum real part of the many-body energy spectrum [81, 98] . Figure 1 (a) plots the charge and spin gaps versus the interaction strength U . In the noninteracting limit, the lowest subband is only partially filled for fractional filling factors with v ↑ + v ↓ = 1, therefore, the charge gap is zero. Note that the single-particle bands are configured from low to high energies according to their real parts. Once the interaction is introduced, the repulsion between the two spin components forces the fermion with different spins to occupy the individual energy level of the lowest subband. Consequently, a charge gap is opened, and the non-Hermitian metallic system becomes a Mott insulator. In contrast, the spin modes are always gapless.
Many-body spectrum.-To address whether the non-Hermitian Mott insulator is topologically nontrivial, we calculate the low-energy spectra of neutral excitations in the many-excitation subspace under both periodic and open boundaries, as summarized in . Note that the lower energy parts will be six-fold degenerate for the infinite interaction strength, and its degeneracy is lifted for a finite value due to spin fluctuations [95] . In contrast to the Hermitian case [95] , no gap is opened under the periodic boundary due to the nonreciprocal hopping [see Fig. 2(c) ]. This indicates that the energy spectrum of the non-Hermitian strongly correlated system is sensitive to the boundary conditions, which is a manifestation of the non-Hermitian skin effect. In addition, the energy spectrum is always real under the open boundary. This can be seen via similarity transformations c j,σ → e jα c j,σ and c † j,σ → e −jα c † j,σ , which map the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H in Eq. (1) to the Hermitian one.
To explore the edge localization of the gapless neutral excitation, we calculate its spatial charge and spin distributions. Note that the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian holds different left and right eigenvectors, which are defined as H † |Φ L = E * |Φ L , and H |Φ R = E |Φ R . They satisfy the biorthogonal normalization condition L Φ| |Φ R = 1. As such, the spatial charge and spin distributions can be calculated via either biorthogonal eigenvectors or only right eigenvectors. In order to detect the non-Hermitian skin effect, as observed in the singleparticle model, we adopt the right eigenvectors, where the spatial charge and spin distributions are defined as
where n j = n j,↑ + n j,↓ , S j = (n j,↑ − n j,↓ ) /2, the superscript ne refers to neutral, and |Φ 0 ( Fig. 3(d) ], indicating that the particle density of the strongly correlated system does not suffer from the non-Hermitian skin effect due to the combined effects of the Pauli exclusion principle, interaction, and superlattice modulation.
The charge distributions computed by only the right eigenvectors lead to the absences of edge excitations for some in-gap states due to the intrinsic non-Hermitian skin effect. While the edge excitations can be restored by considering the biorthogonal eigenvectors, where the charge distribution is calculated as
As shown in Fig. 4 , all the in-gap states of the neutral excitations are localized at the edges. In addition, the charge distributions with α = 0.4 [see Fig. 4 (a)] are the same as the ones with α = −0.4 [see Fig. 4(b) ], indicating that they are insensitive to the nonreciprocal hopping based on the biorthogonal formula.
Quasiparticle spectrum.-To further explore the topological properties of the Mott insulator, we proceed to calculate the quasiparticle energy spectrum, or charge excitation spectrum, defined as ∆E c (N ↑ , N ↓ ) = E 0 (N ↑ , N ↓ + 1)−E 0 (N ↑ , N ↓ ). The corresponding spatial charge distribution, calculated by both only the right eigenvectors and biorthogonal eigenvectors, are: and the effect of the non-Hermitian term, we plot the spatial charge distributions calculated using only the right eigenvector, as shown in Fig. 5(c) . As the same case of neutral excitation, only the in-gap modes of the charge excitation with φ < 2π/3 are localized at the edges for α = 0.4, leading to an anomalous boundary effect due to the interplay between non-Hermiticity and strong correlation. To characterize the edge excitations of this strongly correlated topological Mott insulator, we calculate the spatial charge distributions based on biorthogonal eigenvectors, where all the in-gap modes show edge excitations [see Fig. 5(d) ]. which is defined as:
where the Berry connection A µ = i L Ψ g | ∂ µ |Ψ g R (µ = θ, φ). |Ψ g R (|Ψ g L ) is the many-body right (left) ground state under the twist boundary conditions c j+L,σ = e iθ c j,σ with twist angle θ. The calculation shows that the Chern number based on the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H in Eq. (1) fails to characterize the bulk-boundary correspondence due to nonreciprocal hopping. Because the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H can be mapped to a Hermitian one via a similarity transformation, and they share the same quasiparticle bands under the open boundary condition, we can restore the bulk-boundary correspondence by computing the Chern number of the corresponding Hermitian Hamiltonian under its twisted boundary condition. Figure 1(b) plots the topological phase diagram, where C = −1 even for a very small U . Complex-valued interaction.-We now discuss the strongly correlated topological phases with complexvalued interactions:
here the real-valued parameter γ accounts for two-body inelastic collisions between ultracold atoms (see Sec. I in the Supplemental Material [99]). As shown in Sec. II in Ref.
[99], the energy gaps can be opened for both the neutral and charge excitation spectra under the periodic boundary when the purely imaginaryvalued on-site interaction is considered. It indicates that this interaction plays the role of an effective repulsion between the two-component fermions, which can be attributed to the continuous quantum Zeno effect [100] [101] [102] [103] . Once the boundary is opened, in-gap modes emerge [99] . The spatial charge distributions for the neutral and charge excitations are plotted in Figs. 6(a,b) , where the in-gap modes are well localized at the edges. Note that these exhibit the same spatial distribution calculated by biorthogonal eigenvectors [see Eqs. (4, 6) ], for the neutral and charge excitations, as the one using only right eigenvectors [see Eqs. (2, 5) ]. No anomalous boundary effect occurs for purely imaginary-valued interactions.
Conclusions.-In this paper, we have discussed topological properties of an interaction-induced Mott insulator at fractional fillings in a 1D non-Hermitian spinful fermionic superlattice system. We analyzed the low-energy neutral and charge excitations spectra of the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian with either the nonreciprocal hopping or complex-valued interaction, where the ingap modes appear. We found that the nonreciprocal hopping makes the neutral excitation spectrum sensitive to the boundary conditions, which is a manifestation of the non-Hermitian skin effect. The interplay between strong correlation and non-Hermiticity leads to the absence of edge excitations, defined by only the right eigenvectors, of some in-gap modes appearing in both the neutral and charge excitation spectra. Moreover, these edge excitations can be captured by using biorthogonal eigenvectors. The unique non-Hermitian skin effect on particle density, as shown at the single-particle case, is absent due to the Pauli exclusion principle and interaction. Furthermore, the topological Mott insulator can also be induced by a purely imaginaryvalued interaction due to the continuous quantum Zeno effect.
Noted added : After this manuscript was completed, a related work [104] was posted, which discusses the non-Hermitian topological Mott insulators of interacting bosons, instead of the fermions considered here. We consider 1D spin-1/2 ultracold fermionic atoms loaded in a bichromatic optical lattice, described by H = H 0 + H int with
where V j = V 0 cos(2πβj + φ) denotes a commensurate superlattice potential with modulation frequency β = 1/3 and phase φ, c † j,σ is the fermionic creation operator with spin σ, n j,σ = c † j,σ c j,σ is the on-site particle number operator, and U denotes the on-site interaction strength. Now we consider two-body inelastic collisions between ultracold atoms, which leads to losses of atoms [S1] . The dissipative dynamics of the system is described by the following quantum master equation [S2] dρ dt
where ρ is the density matrix of the ultracold atoms, and the Lindblad operator L j = c j,↓ c j,↑ describes a two-particle loss at site j with rate γ. According to quantum-trajectory theory [S3-S5] , the dynamics of the dissipative quantum system described by the first line in Eq. (S3) can be decomposed into two processes: a non-unitary Schrödinger evolution described by the effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H eff = H − iγ/2 j L † j L j , and stochastic quantum jumps, described by the second term in the second line of Eq. (S3), which leads to atomic losses. Therefore, when projecting out the quantum jumps (by continuously monitoring the particle number [S6, S7]), the system is governed by the following effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian with a complex-valued on-site interaction
II. Low-energy spectra of neutral and charge excitations Figures S1 and S2 show the low-energy spectra of neutral and charge excitations for the purely imaginary-valued interactions under both the periodic and open boundary conditions, respectively. According to the neutral excitation spectra, for a small absolute value of the interaction strength, e.g., γ = 5, there exist no gaps under both the periodic [ Fig. S1(a) ] and open [ Fig. S1(b) ] boundary conditions. However, for large absolute values of the interaction strengths, e.g., γ = 10 and γ = 100, the energy gaps are opened under periodic boundary conditions, as shown in Figs. S1(c) and S1(e). The gap opening indicates that the purely imaginary-valued on-site interaction here plays the roles of the effective repulsion between the two-component fermions, which can be attributed to the continuous quantum Zeno effect [S1, S8-S10]. When the system goes from periodic to open boundaries, the in-gap modes, which connect the lower-energy and higher-excited parts, appear. The gapless modes here closely resemble the appearance of edge states in the single-particle spectrum. In contrast to the nonreciprocal case, the many-body spectrum is complex. Note that the lower-energy parts become broader for smaller interaction strengths due to spin fluctuations. Furthermore, for the periodic boundary, the charge excitation spectrum is gaped for γ = 100 [see Fig. S2(a) ], and the gapless edge excitations emerge once the boundary is opened [see Fig. S2(b) ]. 
